
Gradient Sweater Spinning

You'll need:
– a sweater lot of fiber that you wish to spin in a gradient fashion (see “fiber selection & prep” in 

Technical Considerations)
– a scale for weighing your fiber (such as a kitchen or postal scale)
– possibly a calculator, or at least a bit of scratch paper!

Technical Considerations

Grist, gauge, and size: 
This method should work independent of grist or gauge or even sweater size, as it's all laid out with 
ratios, not specific yardages or weights. However, you will need to know your intended grist 
(yards/ounce or meters/grams) in order to plan your total fiber requirement for the sweater, so sample 
spinning is still a good idea. And if you're going to do that, you might as well swatch, too, so you know 
that the grist you're aiming for will give you what you need in terms of gauge and yardage. I know, I 
know. But it's worth it, really, I promise.

Fiber selection & prep:
Any fiber. Any prep. Batts, braids, rolags, bits of solids colours that you'll card or draft transitions into, 
whatever you like. If it comes already gradient-ified, great! If not, lay it out in the order you want and 
then treat it as if it's a single lot of gradient fiber already. (Combing/carding can happen before or after 
dividing the fiber into sweater sections for spinning; your choice.) If you are combining multiple braids, 
batts, or etc, do the same: treat them as if they're one big fat continuous strip of roving with the 
gradient you desire running its length. Any mentions of “lengthwise” division means “along the length 
of the gradient you have selected”, regardless of fiber prep type; “across” or “crosswise” means going 
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across the gradient, separating one portion of the colour progression fully from the rest, regardless of 
fiber prep type. Illustrations are provided as well.

Sweater construction: 
This gradient creation method is however dependent on certain sweater constructions. The math here 
will absolutely set you up with gradients for a raglan-style sweater (top down or bottom up should work 
out the same) if worked in one piece. It can accommodate a raglan cardigan too, so long as it is 
worked in one piece as well, though if you'll be picking up button bands after the fact, you'll need to 
consider what colour you want for them, and set sufficient fiber aside for that before launching into the 
rest of the math given here. Any sweater worked in one piece with sleeve & body construction parting 
way at the underarms (rather than higher up the body) should work with this. Anything worked in 
panels and then seamed will not work out this way; you'll need to further sub-divide your fiber if you 
want the panels to all have the same progression. Extra features like wrap-fronts, pockets, and 
extravagant collars would also require a consideration not covered here; for these, my friend, you are 
on your own.

The Method

So you have your fiber. Here is your hypothetical assembled gradient, all the fiber together:

Conventional knowledge holds that sweaters like this are 2/3 by weight & yardage for the body, and 
1/3 for the sleeves (ie 1/6 of total weight & yardage each sleeve). This is true! But, the sleeves don't 
actually go all the way to the top of the sweater – at the underarm, the body and sleeves part (or join, 
for bottom-up) ways. This means that dividing your gradient fiber into 2/3, 1/6, and 1/6 won't get you 
the progression you want: the sleeve skeins can't contain the full progression of the gradient, because 
they don't run the full length of the sweater. The portions we need to divide are yoke, main body, and 
sleeves.

(Pithy math: yoke is 1/6 of total; body:sleeves at 4:3; (body+yoke):sleeves at 2:1.)

Step 1: Yoke
Separate 1/6 of the fiber crosswise, from the end of the gradient you want at the top of the sweater. 

This is the yoke portion. Set aside.
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Step 2: Body
This is the mathematically tricky part. You may want a calculator.
Divide your fiber in half lengthwise. 

Weigh a half; set one aside. Divide the weight by 7; remember this number (I'll call it X). Remove a 
strip lengthwise from the fiber half you're working with such that the strip weighs X. Splitting something 
into sevens is admittedly frustrating and difficult; if your lengthwise strip isn't perfect, add to it (or 
remove from it) in bits until it's close, but don't worry too much about making each added/removed bit 
the full length of the strip! The effect of this on the gradient will be negligible.

Set the strip weighing X amount aside with the untouched half. This is now your body portion.

(For the mathematically interested, what we've done here is create a 4:3 ratio of body:sleeves fiber. If 
you can handle that directly without messing with sevenths, go for it.)

Step 3: Sleeves
Take the remaining fiber from splitting off the body portion – the piece you took that X-weight strip 
from. Divide this in half, lengthwise.

One half is your right sleeve and one half is your left. Ta-dah!
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Finished assortment:

I heartily recommend labeling your portions and keeping them in separate baggies, for your sanity's 
sake.

Spinning & Knitting

Spinning, plying:
Any spinning or plying method will work fine now that your fiber is divided. If you want to spin a two-
ply, you'll need to divide each lot into halves, of course – one half for each ply.

Knitting:
For any sweater construction method, don't be afraid to splice your gradient. Especially if you have 
overshot your target yardage (which is wise; better too much than too little) – if the colours aren't 
moving fast enough for you, or you need a transition to happen sooner to keep everything matching, 
just splice out the bit in between where you are and where you want to be in the gradient. Set this bit 
aside – just in case you need to elongate that same place in another portion, due to minor variations in 
colourway, grist, weights, etc.

For a top-down sweater:
– If you'll need to pick up stitches to work the collar afterwards, remember to set aside some 

of your Yoke portion to do this with!
– Start with the Yoke yarn. It should run out right about the point you split off your sleeves. If 

it ends early, don't panic; switch to the Body yarn. If it ends late, just let it keep going into 
the Body, or splice it out in favour of the Body yarn, whichever seems like it will best match 
the starting point of the Sleeve skeins.

For a bottom-up sweater:
– Start the body with the Body yarn; start each sleeve with a separate Sleeve skein. They 

should run out right about the point you bring sleeves & body together. If something ends 
early or late, don't panic! Splice.

Thanks for reading!
If you have questions, feel free to send me a message on Ravelry – my username is “gizmometer” – 
or email me at twmacnutt@gmail.com

You can see my original gradient-spun sweater here:
http://www.ravelry.com/projects/gizmometer/bayside-pullover

And do come share photos of your own work in my Ravelry group!
http://www.ravelry.com/groups/gizmometry
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